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Abstract
One of the classic forms of intermediate represen-
tation used for communication between compiler
front-ends and back-ends are those based on ab-
stract stack machines. It is possible to compile
the stack machine instructions into machine code
by means of an interpretive code generator, or to
simulate the stack machine at runtime using an in-
terpreter. This paper describes an approach inter-
mediate between these two extremes.
The front-end for a commercial Modula 2 com-
piler was ported to the \industry standard PC", and
a partially compiling back-end written. The object
code runs with the assistance of an interpreter, but
may be linked with libraries which are fully com-
piled. The intent was to provide a programming
environment on the PC which is identical to that
of the same compilers on 32-bit UNIX machines.
This objective has been met, and the compiler is
available to educational institutions as free-ware.
The design basis of the new compiler is described,
and the performance critically evaluated.
[Key words and phrases: compilers, interpretive
code generation, abstract stack machines.]
1 Introduction
Gardens Point Modula-2 (gpm) is a family of Mod-
ula 2 compilers for 32-bit UNIX machines. It is
currently available for about 11 dierent hardware
platforms. The technology of the compiler front-
end is based on the construction of an abstract syn-
tax tree for the entire compilation unit, and its im-
ported data types. The abstract syntax tree is fully

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attributed during a separate tree traversal, which is
followed by certain tree to tree transformations.
In the two years since the original versions of
gpm became available there have been persistent
enquiries about the possibility of a PC version. In
part this results from the use of the product in ter-
tiary education, and the almost universal availabil-
ity of privately owned PCs to the students of those
institutions. Thus in late 1990 an experiment was
undertaken to see if it was feasible to attempt a
PC port, even in limited form. The port was to
be done under the following constraints. The PC
version should simulate the full 32-bit environment
of the \real versions", accept exactly the same lan-
guage, use the same libraries, and produce the same
error messages. Except for the version-specic re-
lease notes, the new version was to share the same
documentation as other versions. It was also hoped
that the port would demand the minimum eort
to produce, since the result was to be distributed
without charge.
As a broad generalisation, three distinct strate-
gies are used in compiler front-ends. Early mul-
tipass compilers, and their contemporary descen-
dants, process source text by writing interpass les
which are then parsed and processed by the next
pass. Contemporary single pass compilers produce
output incrementally during a single pass over the
source text. The third strategy, and the one used
in gpm, is to create an abstract syntax tree (AST )
representation of the entire compilation unit.
The multipass approach uses only small amounts
of memory, but is unnecessarily slow. It is possible
to produce good quality code using this method,
but the technology belongs essentially to the limited
address spaces of the past.
The current generation of single pass compilers
perform their task extremely swiftly, but produce
relatively mediocre code. The memory demands of
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these compilers are modest, since very little in the
way of global data structures are created for the
program under compilation.
The abstract syntax tree approach has as its
major disadvantage a truly proigate use of mem-
ory. However in compensation, the freedom to per-
form arbitrary traversals of the AST allows many
global attributes to be conveniently evaluated. It
is also possible to create a variety of tree traver-
sal automata which interface to a variety of styles
of code generator (as opposed to a single style of
code generator for a variety of dierent target ma-
chines). Techniques for the specication and use of
abstract syntax forms were developed and used in
the early days of the Ada language. Indeed, the
best known such abstract syntax representation is
the DIANA[1] form for Ada.
Compilers which use the AST approach have
tended to be complex and unwieldy, and have
achieved an undeserved reputation for slow com-
pilation. In fact, with proper attention to detail,
such compilers can be exceptionally fast. For exam-
ple, the gpm front-end running on an HP9000/730
workstation performs parsing, treebuilding, static
semantic checks and tree attribution operations at
approximately 3 10
5
lines per minute.
The original design of gpm chose to use an AST
front-end for several reasons. Firstly, the project
was intended to provide the foundation for a vari-
ety of research projects in code generation, as well
as the commercial end-product. It was therefore es-
sential to gain the exibility of interface which this
technology provides. The somewhat extreme mem-
ory demands were of lesser importance, since only
demand-paged hardware environments were con-
templated, with likely amounts of physical memory
being in excess of 8MB.
Contemporary retargetable compilers use two
distinct styles of interface to their back-ends. When
written to a le, these interfaces were often called
intermediate representations (IR) or intermediate
languages. Although it is more common now for
the interface to be procedural, it is still helpful to
think of the IR as comprising an instruction set.
The common IRs are tuples and abstract stack
machines. The Graham-Glanville[2] style code gen-
erators operate from a postx IR which is similar
in general terms to the abstract stack machine IRs.
An increasingly popular method of obtaining porta-
bility for compilers over a wide range of hardware
platforms is to use another high-level-language as
the IR. Language C is used as the IR by most
such compilers, including all the Eiel and Mod-
ula 3 compilers, and all the current compilers used
at Xerox PARC.
gpm has back-ends which produce language C
and, for MIPS and SPARC architectures, has alter-
native back-ends which are based on abstract stack
machine IRs. These alternative back-ends are the
vehicle for code-generator research.
2 Abstract stack machines
The representation of a program for an abstract
stack machine consists of a sequence of \instruc-
tions" for an idealised stack machine. These in-
structions consist of pushes, pops and operates,
where all operands and results implicitly come from
and are sent to a stack data structure. Such code
is easily emitted during a post-order traversal of a
syntax tree. Such IRs became widely used after
Wirth used such an IR in the portable P-Code Pas-
cal compiler[3]. Later work at Stanford extended
Wirth's P-Code to a new U-Code form[4]. Many
commercial compilers now use U-Code in one form
or another
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.
The stack instructions may be dealt with by two
extreme methods. In the UCSD-Pascal [5] compil-
ers the IR was emitted to a le. At runtime an
interpreter emulates the abstract machine. This ap-
proach allows an easy portability, since to move the
compiler from one machine to another requires only
the writing of a new interpreter. The time penalty
for runtime interpretation is a factor of about ten[6].
In some cases, machines have been built which em-
ulate the abstract machine in microcode, in order
to improve performance[7][8].
Most U-Code compilers use interpretive code gen-
erators to transform the stack machine instructions
into the native code of their target architecture.
Typically such code generators emulate the abstract
stack at compile time by the use of a shadow stack
automaton. The code quality available from the
1
Our particular intermediate form is called D-Code, since
it was originally intended to be produced by traversing
a DAG. As it turns out, we have moved common sub-
expression elimination to the other side of the interface, but
the name has stuck.
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use of this approach is very high, as a result of
the comprehensive state information which the au-
tomaton retains. It is an apparent paradox that
this technique is almost entirely ignored in the stan-
dard compiler construction texts. Aho, Sethi and
Ullman[9] give the subject exactly one paragraph,
Fischer and LeBlanc[10] only two. The view has
been expressed that this technique has been largely
ignored in the literature because it depends more
on black art than on any body of formal theory.
The gpm-pc project adopts an approach inter-
mediate between these two extremes. The tree-
walker which emits the IR used for the native code
back-end for the MIPS architecture was adapted so
that the instructions of the IR are written to a le.
However, for each procedure a compiled stub is pro-
duced in the native code of the Intel architecture.
The object code les produced by the compiler are
in the ordinary Microsoft format, and may be linked
with libraries produced by other language proces-
sors. The relationship between the various versions
of gpm are illustrated in gure 1.
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Figure 1 relationship between versions
3 The PC version
It appeared at the outset that the 640Kb memory
space limitation of the PC would be the most severe
limitation. Several of the UNIX versions occupy
500Kb of memory, before they read their rst byte
of source code.
The source code of the DECstation front-end of
gpm was translated into Borland's turbo-C, using
a modied version of a C-producing gpm com-
piler. This code was transferred to the PC and com-
piled. The tree-walker from the D-Code back-end
for the MIPS architecture was adapted to interface
to a new code generator. There were some minor
changes to the front-end resulting from the dier-
ent data alignment constraints of the target ma-
chine, and the dierent parameter and return value
passing conventions. Finally, a new code-generator
was written, which compiled the procedure call and
return operations, but dumped the bodies of pro-
cedures to the object le in the data segment. The
compiler now occupies about 400Kb of memory af-
ter initialisation.
The arguments in favour of the mixed com-
piled/interpreted approach were seen as follows. It
was essential to produce standard format object
les, so that libraries could be produced by other
language processors. In this way the standard Mi-
crosoft linker could be used, and the object code of
existing libraries captured. The use of the runtime
interpreter simply bypassed the problem of creating
a complete code generator for the Intel architecture,
and allowed quick ports to other architectures to be
contemplated.
The code stub which is produced for each proce-
dure programs the following sequence of events. A
conventional procedure call postamble is executed
by performing a stack overow check, creating a
stack frame for the new procedure and its local
variables, and linking this new frame to the calling
frame. Next, value array parameters are copied to
their compiler-determined osets, and value open
arrays to their runtime-determined osets. The
stub code then loads a register with a pointer to
the D-Code block and calls the interpreter. Fig-
ure 2 is an example of a simple stub produced by
the compiler.
The interpreter uses the top of the runtime stack
as the stack of the abstract machine which it emu-
lates. Note that the interpreter is called recursively,
and that the abstract machine stack is interleaved
with the stack of procedure frames. These recursive
calls incur a slight overhead, since the interpreter
must save its state before every procedure call, just
in case the call is to another interpreted procedure.
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Test_TEXT segment WORD public 'CODE'
Test_Empty PROC FAR
; stack overflow check
mov ax,4
call FAR PTR _Mk_Frame
; copy open array
mov bx,10 ; offset of HIGH
call FAR PTR _Copy_Open1
; call interpreter
mov ax, SEG Test_Empty_DCode
mov es,ax
mov di, OFFSET Test_Empty_DCode
call FAR PTR _D_Code_Int_
; procedure exit
mov sp,bp
pop bp
retf
Test_Empty ENDP
Test_TEXT ENDS
Figure 2. Disassembly of stub
This state currently amounts to 10 bytes of data.
When the interpreter reaches an exit D-Code it
returns to the calling stub, which unlinks the stack
frame in the usual way.
In eect, every time a procedure calls another it is
not known whether the called procedure is compiled
or interpreted. Likewise, a called procedure does
not know if it has been called by the interpreter or
by a native code routine.
4 Parameter passing
The use of the same physical stack for two separate
purposes requires some special care.
The stack frames of the conventional runtime or-
ganisation and the stack of the abstract machine are
almost independent. There are, for example, two
distinct frame pointer registers. One frame pointer
points to the stack frame which holds the local state
variables of the interpreter. The other points to the
stack frame which contains the local variables and
temporaries of the program under execution. This
second, virtual frame pointer is the top element of
a conventional display vector.
The independence of the two uses of the stack
is constrained by parameter passing. The abstract
machine passes parameters by pushing them on the
abstract stack. Called procedures, which might be
either compiled or interpreted, will expect to nd
parameters in the conventional stack frame. The
two logical stacks must thus coordinate for this pur-
pose. The particular concrete procedure call con-
ventions which were chosen are those of Borland's
Turbo-C . These provide certain alignment conven-
tions, push parameters in reverse order, and pass a
dummy reference parameter for functions returning
structured values.
These conventions can almost all be accomodated
without additional processing by choosing similar
conventions for the abstract stack machine. The
current solution requires only a single special in-
struction. The abstract stack deals with 32-bit
quantities, while smaller data are even-byte aligned
in the Intel/Microsoft/Borland conventions. As a
nal step when evaluating actual parameters of 16-
bit or smaller size it is necessary to adjust the pa-
rameter upward by two bytes. The stack cut-back
instruction to pop-and-discard parameters on re-
turn of procedures must also be capable of popping
a half-integral number of words.
5 D-Codes and the interpreter
D-Code is the IR used by all the native code back-
ends of gpm. The design of the code is quite dis-
similar to the M-Code which Wirth chose as the
IR for his original Modula compiler[3][6]. As with
U-Code there is a non-destructive store operation,
but the number and semantic level of the instruc-
tions is somewhat less than is the case for earlier
IRs. This follows from the intended function as
interface to interpretive code generators. It is hy-
pothesised that high quality interpretive code gen-
eration is made easier by a lower level IR, leaving
the generator a wider range of patterns to recog-
nize. For example, there are no load instructions
in the code, but rather a push address and a selec-
tion of dereference instructions. Such a choice de-
fers code selection to the latest possible point, and
allows the code generator to consider the extrac-
tion of addresses as common subexpressions. The
correctness of this hypothesis is still subject to in-
vestigation, but a similar argument was supported
by the work of Davidson and Fraser[11].
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.TITLE Hello
.INCLUDE "externs.inc"
.IMPORT _InOut_WriteString
.IMPORT _InOut_WriteLn
.EXPORT _StartHello
.CONST
message: .ASCIIZ "Hello, gpm-pc world"
.PROC _StartHello(.SIZE=0,.NOCHECK)
pshLit 19 ; HIGH of string
pshLit message
call _InOut_WriteString
popN 4
call _InOut_WriteLn
exit
endP
.ENDP
Figure 3. D-Code of hello.mod
This low level of IR proved easy to interpret at
runtime, but caused an undesirable increase in the
size of the object les. To combat this, the instruc-
tion set that the interpreter implements has gradu-
ally been augmented. In its current form, the code
generator has a rudimentary pattern matcher which
transforms sequences of D-Code into shorter se-
quences of augmented D*-Code. The D-Code form
of the traditional Hello, world program in shown in
gure 3.
The code generator thus has three components.
There is a simple generator which produces the
compiled part of the output. This part is no more
than a selective inclusion table for the various prim-
itives of the procedure stubs. The code genera-
tor proper emits the D-Codes, but retains su-
cient state information to perform the D-Code to
D*-Code transformations. This step corresponds
to a simple peephole optimization, which currently
matches only 2-long code patterns. Finally, there is
the object code emission component, which creates
an object code le from the symbolic output form.
Object code emission proved to be the most trou-
blesome part of the whole project. In the early
stages a number of bugs occurred in this area, due
to diculties with such arcane matters as issuing
linker xups which referred to data which were
split over object record boundaries. During the
bootstrap process the standard Microsoft assembler
MASM was used to create the output les, but this
provided only a temporary respite. Such a solution
would have required users to own a licenced copy
of MASM, and in any case caused an unacceptable
degradation of compile-time performance.
The interpreter is fairly large, since it incorpo-
rates a fast oating point emulator, and runtime
support routines for stack unwinding and the like.
The oating point emulator implements extended
double precision operations internally, and converts
to and from IEEE 754 formats on input and output.
The traditional runtime support for error report-
ing in gpm is provided by a separate runtime li-
brary module. Together the interpreter and run-
time support occupy approximately 18Kb. It would
be possible to lower this size by placing the support
routines in an archive library.
6 Performance
The performance of the compiler is surprisingly
good. In spite of using 32-bit operands internally
for all operations it still manages about 10000 lines
per minute on a fast \AT" class machine. This
is about three times the speed of the 16-bit Log-
itech Modula compiler. It falls only slightly short
of the fast single-pass compilers such as the 16-bit
TopSpeed Modula. On many systems the elapsed
compilation time is dominated by disk input-output
operations.
Figure 4 gives compilation time statistics for two
medium sized programs at two extremes of com-
plexity. RealMath is the source of the scientic
function library. It is relatively simple, and has low
code density. DScanner is the lexical scanner of a
D-Code assembler which is part of a compiler labo-
ratory project. It is relatively complex, and imports
a large number of symbol les. All times given are
for a 20MHz 80386DX processor with fast disk but
without cache memory.
It may be noted that the elapsed times corre-
spond to compilation speeds of about 7 to 10 thou-
sand lines per minute based on elapsed time, and
about 10 to 18 thousand lines per minute based
on nett time
2
. In the case of semantic checking
2
Nett time is estimated by loading the compiler from a
RAMdisk device. The gures thus still include the source
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source le realmath.mod
source le size 18.7 kbytes
source le size 667 lines
sym-le imports 4 les
heap used 61 kbytes
nett time gpm {n 1.2 seconds
nett time gpm 2.2 seconds
elapsed time gpm 3.8 seconds
Source le dscanner.mod
source le size 18.9 kbytes
source le size 656 lines
sym-le imports 7 les
heap used 153 kbytes
nett time gpm -n 2.6 seconds
nett time gpm 4.2 seconds
elapsed time gpm 5.6 seconds
Figure 4 compilation speed
({no object code) mode the speeds are consider-
ably higher.
The heap usage gures are a very great concern.
In one of the cases shown in gure 4 the compiler
has used almost 8 bytes of heap for each byte of
source code. These gures are the subject of further
investigation, as the comparable gures for some
of the UNIX versions are almost a factor of two
better. As it stands, the current memory usage rate
limits the size of source programs to about 1000
lines. This limit is a little low, even for Modula.
The execution speed of compiled programs is, of
course, severely compromised by the interpretive
overhead. On the dhrystone benchmark, a factor
of about 10 is apparent. Other tests demonstrate
an unexpected phenomenon. Since the libraries are
mostly implemented in native code, programs in
which the major part of the computation is per-
formed in the libraries do not suer a proportion-
ate speed penalty. In fact, for oating point inten-
sive code the very fast emulatormay actually regain
the time lost in interpretive execution. Figure 5
gives some speed gures for the dhrystone bench-
mark with various code generator options in force.
It may be seen that for this particular program
disabling runtime tests (on array indices, ranges
and object input-output time which in UNIX would count
as system rather than user time.
Dhrystones per second
gpm, peep on, checks o 345
gpm, peep o, checks o 276
gpm, peep on, checks on 287
gpm, peep o, checks on 238
Turbo C (32-bit data) 2840
Turbo C (16-bit data) 4389
Logitech M2 (16-bit data) 3636
Figure 5 runtime performance
and arithmetic overows) saves about 20% in run-
time. The peephole optimizer is on by default,
and disabling this step costs about 20% in runtime.
The comparisons with various native code compilers
demonstrate the interpretive overhead. Two num-
bers are given for the Borland Turbo-C compiler. In
the rst the compiler was forced to use 32-bit quan-
tities, while for the second the architectural default
of 16-bit data is used. The overhead caused by the
use of 32-bit operations is striking. The Logitech
Modula gures are for 16-bit data, since this com-
piler does not support 32-bit unsigned quantities.
7 The compiler driver and the
load builder
The compiler driver program is taken almost di-
rectly from the UNIX versions. A small program
parses the command line parameters, and spawns
a process which runs the compiler proper for each
input le. In the UNIX systems the driver forks,
execs and then waits. The spawn operation avail-
able under DOS is semantically similar, except that
there is no option about waiting. As in the fullsize
versions, when the compiler is run in interactive
mode the driver program allows switching between
the compiler message screen and the user's chosen
editor. Figure 6 is a screen dump of a typical sit-
uation where the user has responded by asking for
more information.
The load builder is very similar to the UNIX
version. A small driver program spawns the load
builder proper. The load builder reads all of the
reference les starting with the designated base
le, and constructs an importation digraph. Mod-
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C:\GPM\WRK> gpm -I compare.mod
12 WriteString("> ");
13 ReadString(vst);
14 val := Compare(vst,str);
15 CASE val OF
16 | friday : WriteString("equal");
**** ......^ SemanticError # 207
**** 207 Expression is not compatible with declared type ****
) <newline> to proceed,"m" for more info,"v" go to editor,"q" to quit: m
---- More info. ----
Modula enforces strict agreement between types of expressions and
the context in which they are used. This error occurs if a label
of a CASE statement branch does not match the selector type, an
element in a set constructor does not match the set type, a bound
of a subrange does not match the host type or the other bound, a
record variant label does not match the tag type, or an array
index does not match the index type.
--------------------------------------------------------------------
The expected type is <StdStrings.CompareResult>
while the actual type is <Compare.DaysOfWeek>
--------------------------------------------------------------------
) <newline> to continue,"m" for more info,"v" go to editor,"q" to quit: _
Figure 6 Interactive error screen. The user has responded \more"
to the rst prompt, at the rst line marked )
**** m2rts: index error: 3 not in [0 .. 2] ****
abnormal program termination
<stack frame not modula>
RecurseUntilDead DCode-index = 31, file [crash.mod]
RecurseUntilDead DCode-index = 45, file [crash.mod]
RecurseUntilDead DCode-index = 45, file [crash.mod]
RecurseUntilDead DCode-index = 45, file [crash.mod]
StartCrash DCode-index = 6, file [crash.mod]
Figure 7 Stack unwind information
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ule consistency is also checked at this stage, based
on the cryptographic checksums of the symbol les
which each Modula le imported.
The importation digraph is topologically sorted
to nd a legal initialization order, and two les cre-
ated. One is an object le which contains the entry
point of the nal program. This code initializes the
Modula machine, and calls the module bodies in the
correct order. The other le is a script from which
the standard Microsoft linker creates the nal exe-
cutable le. The load builder thus performs some
compilation as well as creating the linker script.
8 Debugging help
One of the diculties which arose with early ver-
sions of gpm-pc was the complete lack of debug-
ging tools. At an early stage an experimental inter-
active debugger was created. This allowed interac-
tive program stepping in a multi-window environ-
ment. Unfortunately, this tool made heavy use of
proprietary libraries which could not be included in
the distribution. Some of this work will probably
re-surface in future releases.
Currently, the only debugging help is a post-
mortem stack unwinder. This tool is integrated
into the interpreter, and understands the inter-
preter state records which are interleaved on the
runtime stack. It provides some rudimentary infor-
mation in cases where runtime errors are detected.
Figure 7 shows the resulting output when an index
out of bounds error is detected in a small program.
9 Future development
The compiler has been in constant use by QUT's
own students since the alpha-test version was re-
leased in March 1991. Versions were replaced on
a monthly basis as code-generator bugs were found
and eliminated, and as the interpreter evolved. Real
(oating point) numbers were not included until
July, and the compiler was declared ready for gen-
eral release in August 1991.
There are a number of ongoing projects surround-
ing this version, as distinct from the further devel-
oment of the commercial versions of gpm. A num-
ber of the utilities, such as gpmake have yet to be
ported to the PC environment, and other debugging
tools are being constructed.
A version of the compiler which produces human-
readable D-Code is available, and an associated D-
Code assembler exists also. These two form the ba-
sis of a number of compiler exercises for an hon-
ours level course. Experiments in code generation
and optimization are easily interfaced to these two
tools.
10 Conclusions
The current release fullls the original objectives of
the project. The compiler provides fast turnaround
for students developing programs, and emulates the
32-bit environment of the UNIX versions quite ac-
curately.
A small number of programs have failed to port
between versions. The reasons for these failures
have turned out to be few in number. The most
commonarises with programs which perform binary
(raw) operations on text les. Such a practice is
caught out by the dierent conventions for marking
line-ends in UNIX andMSDOS . This problem does
not arise if programs use text libraries for text, and
raw libraries for binary les.
There are certain libraries which have not or can-
not be ported to MSDOS . The UxProcesses library
is the most obvious of these. Finally, there are lim-
itations in portability which ow from the memory
size limitations on the PC version.
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